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Precursor to Glass - Faience

Glass was probably developed first in Mesopotamia around 2000 BCE, with the first glass objects being 
beads and amulets. The Egyptians soon began making glass too, using the same basic materials they 
had used for faience, a type of glass paste that was not fired. From 1800-1500 BCE, Egypt was ruled by 
invaders the native Egyptians called the Hyksos. They continued to use faience for beads and amulets, 
as did the Egyptians for centuries after they re-established indigenous rule.

Faience Amulets

Amulets were placed in coffins to help the deceased in the journey to the 

afterlife. These two small amulets, made of greenish faience, are of Osiris 

(5), the god of the dead, and his sister Nephthys (6), goddess, mourner 

and protectress of the dead. Here Osiris wears his hedjet, a conical crown 

of Upper Egypt with ostrich feathers attached to the sides. Nephthys has 

her typical, high headdress bearing the signs of her name (lit. “Lady of 

the Mansion”). They are from the pre-Greek period 664-332 BCE. 

Faience Beads

Early Glass Production

The first civilization to produce glass on an industrial scale were the Romans, who learned the art of 

glassblowing when they took over Palestine where it originated in the first century BCE. While glass had 

been valued for its bright colors, as seen in the replica of a Phoenician bottle (7) and the child’s bracelet (8), 

the Romans learned how to make it clear enough to provide semi-transparent windows (9). They also used 

it for a variety of small containers. They dominated the market for this type of glass for centuries. The 

Holmes Collection holds 37 artifacts of intact Roman glass wares of various shapes and functions.

Windows

For some time, glass production was still relatively expensive, and the use of glass wares and 

windows was restricted to the more affluent classes. These pieces of glass, some from windows, 

were found at the site of one of the palaces of Herod the Great (ruled Palestine 37-4 BCE) near 

Jericho in the Jordan River valley.

Roman Glass Vases

As production processes improved and essential ingredients for glass-making became 

more accessible for the Romans, the cost of glass was greatly reduced. As a result, glass 

wares became increasingly popular as containers for many types of liquids and 

powders. These pieces, dated between 100-300 CE, are typical of what archaeologists 

have found in huge quantities throughout the ancient Roman world.

Glass Vessels for General Purposes
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1. Ancient Near Eastern Glass and Stone Necklace
Bronze Age

2. Ancient Near Eastern Glass and Stone Necklace
Bronze Age

3. Ancient Hyksos Faience Necklace
1800-1500 BCE

4. Ancient Egyptian Necklace

664-332 BCE

5. Faience Amulet of the God Osiris
664-332 BCE

6. Faience Amulet of the Goddess Nephthys
664-332 BCE
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7. Replica of Phoenician Bottle

Modern
8. Glass Child’s Bracelet

1st-2nd Century CE
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9. Glass (and clay) Pieces from Herod’s Palace in Jericho

1st Century BCE-1st Century CE

10 - 24. Glass Vases 1st-2nd Century CE
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Glass Vessels with Specialized Functions Glass Vessels for Containing Oils or Perfumes (Unguentaria)

Unguentaria (also called Lacrimarii, “tear bottles”) were often placed 

in tombs as gifts honoring the dead. They most commonly functioned 

as containers for precious, fragrant oils and perfumes used in 

grooming. Glass unguentarium were especially popular from the early 

2nd century through the 4th century and can be found in sites 

throughout the ancient Roman empire.

European Renaissance

Innovations in glass production in northern Italy in the 14th century led to the 

invention of eye-glasses of various types. Spectacles improved individual vision. 

By the end of the 16th century microscopes were being used to explore an inner 

world previously unseen. A little later came telescopes capable of allowing 

Galileo and others to examine and better under-stand the cosmos and our place 

in it. All of these glass inventions changed the way humans saw the world and 

even themselves. In the 1400s, the Venetians invented the first true mirrors 

using a special type of extremely clear glass (cristallo) that had had developed a 

little earlier. Previously, mirrors were typically made of polished metal and only 

gave a vague reflection of one’s face. Ian Mortimer has asserted that such 

mirrors enable people, for the first time in history, to have a true sense of 

individual identity (“How the Mirror Changed Everything”).

The Shaping Power of Glass

From its early use as jewelry and amulets through its function as 

containers of various materials, glass has evolved to become one of 

our most essential materials. It has not only allowed us to see 

ourselves and the world in which we live, it has also shaped how we 

see our world. Without glass, we would not have light bulbs. Without 

fiber-optic cables, we would have the internet as we know it. Without 

Gorilla glass, we would not have touch screens and smart phones. 

Without glass, we would live in a very different world. That is why 

Douglas Main has called glass “Humankind’s Most Important 

Material” (The Atlantic 2018/4).
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25. Piriform (V-shaped) Glass Vase

100 BCE-400 CE
26.Glass Vase with Handles

1st Century CE

27.Glass Sprinkler Bottle

100-400 CE
28.Glass Bottle

100 BCE-400 CE
29.Glass Flask

1st-2nd Century CE
30.Glass Acetabulum (bowl)

1st-2nd Century CE
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31.Glass Unguentarium
100 BCE-400 CE

32.Glass Unguentarium
100 BCE-400 CE

33.Glass Unguentarium
100-400 CE

34. Glass Unguentarium
100 BCE-400 CE

35. Glass Unguentarium

100-400 CE
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After Rome
Glass production continued much as before in the eastern Mediterranean 

world and the Ancient Near East, while it lagged behind for a while in the 

West after the decline of Roman power there. The eastern Roman Empire 

(Byzantine) saw developments of many new styles of glass wares. With the 

rise of Islam in the early 7th century, the Eastern market for glass came 

increasingly under Muslim control.

36. Glass Vase Byzantine
400-1200 CE

37. Replica of Byzantine Vase
Modern

38.Glass Vase Islamic
7th Century CE
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39. Roman Bronze Mirror
300 BCE-400 CE
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Glass was first produced on an industrial scale during the early years of the Roman Empire under Caesar 
Augustus (20 BCE–14 CE). His successor, Tiberius (14–37 CE) was very protective of Rome’s near monopoly 
on the glass market. According to both Pliny the Elder (23–79 CE, Naturalis Historia XXXVI.lxvi.195) and 
Petronius (c. 27–66 CE, Satyricon 51), when a craftsman demonstrated for Tiberius that he had invented a type 
of flexible, unbreakable glass, the emperor asked him if anyone else knew how to make such glass. When the 
craftsman said, “No,” Tiberius immediately had him beheaded. Ancient writers disagree about the emperor’s 
motives for the execution. Some say he thought the invention would destroy Rome’s glass industry. Others 
say that he was concerned that such a valuable commodity would completely undermine the value of the 
silver and gold on which Rome’s economy was based. Other writers question the authenticity of the story.

On the reverse, Livia (wife of Caesar Augustus) is seated 
on a throne as Pax (peace) and is holding a branch and 
a scepter. The inscription reads: PONTIF[ex] 
MAXIM[us] (High Priest) Minted in Rome.

Silver AR denarius of Emperor Tiberius (14 - 37 CE), 
emperor when Jesus was crucified. The obverse shows 
a laureate head of Tiberius and a Latin inscription: 
AVG[ustus] F[ilius] AVGVSTVS (Augustus son of 
Augustus)and TI[berius] CAESAR DIVI (Tiberius 
Caesar dei ied). 

40. Tiberius Coin 40. Tiberius Coin, reverse




